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MGLCC Granted $55,000 _
Judgment Against Darren Burns
In the finalfollowing
phase oftheDarren
litigationBurn‘s
that founded
initial publication
of Darren Burns‘ un—
commenced
allegations.
slanderous
allegationsCommunity
abouttheMemphis
Commenting upon the judgment,
Len"In
Gay
and
Lesbian
Center
Piechowski,MGLCCpresident,
stated:
(MGLCC)
and its board ofdirectors
pub—in freedfromthedestructiveenergiesofchar—
the recent year, we have been blessedly
lished
in
FamilyandFriends
magazine
2002, aBurns
judgment
wasJan.issued
against
acterassassination.
Consequently,
wehave
Darren
on
Fri.,
7,
2005.
Fam—
been
able
to
accomplish
wonderful
things
ilyandFriendsanditseditorandpublisher
for
our
community,
not
the
least
ofwhich
hadpreviouslybeendroppedfromthelaw—
was ourtheability
toThisfinish[thecourt
our 2004proceed—
fiscal
suit.Thejudgment consisted of $50,000 in yearin
black.
ings]
was apainfulstressupontheMGLCC.
temporaryreturn tothe
compensatory
damages
and
$5,000
in
pu—
daysoftraumatic
JudgeJohnR.
McCarroll, Nevertheless,
Iampleased
to see thatjus—
Jr.nitivedamages.
tookDarrenBurns‘
spottyemployment
tice
has
been
carried
out."
history
into consideration
in onlydueaward—
Piechowskialsostated:
"I amproudthat
ingfact$5,000inpunitive
damages
tothe
the
MGLCC
is
a
very
transparent
organi—
that
a
defendant‘s
ability
to
pay
is
a
zation.
Our
board
meetings,
our
financial
consideration in awarding punitive dam— tobooks
andallofourdeliberationsareopen
_ages.
the
Susan presented
Mackenzie,
attorney
for
MGLCC,
proof
that
following
theous publication
of the falsetoMGLCC
and slander—de—
allegations,
donations
clinedlostoverthe
significantly18 months
and at least
$50,000
was
followingthe
commumty, and we are always de—
termined to hear and act upon construc—
tive criticisms. We are also equally deter—
mined to use whatever means we have at
our disposal to hold accountable anyone who
chooses to tell lies about us or cause mis—
leading innuendoes to circulate about us."

Rare STD Turns Up
Francisco,

in

San

Prompting Warning

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—A rare and
potentially serious sexually transmitted
disease has turned up in a few patients
in San Francisco, prompting health offi—
cials to issue a public warning.
The disease is called lymphogranu—
loma venereum, or LGV. It‘s a form of
chlamydia, a common sexually transmit—
ted infection, but LGV can cause scar—
ring of the genitals and colon and cause
lymph glands near the groin to swell or
burst.
f
While the illness is rarely seen out—
side ofpoor, tropical nations, it has re—
cently turned up in the Netherlands. Doc—
.— tors in Rotterdam reported 92 cases
among gay men there during a 17—month
period ending in September. A few cases
have also been reported in Belgium,
France, Sweden and Atlanta.
Four patients, all gay men, have been
treated for LGV in San Francisco so far,
and none had traveled to the Netherlands.
For that reason, health officials believe
there may be other cases in the city that
have not yet been detected.

Some of the men diagnosed with the
illness have also tested positive for HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS. Sam
Mitchell, an epidemiologist at the De—
partment of Public Health, said there is
no indication that HIV—positive patients
were at higher risk for complications of
LGV, but there is concern that a patient
with LGV might be more prone to con—
tract HIV because of the ulceration
caused by the bacteria.
Health officials said the illness is eas—
ily treatable if caught in time.
"The idea is to knock it out quickly.
If it circulates widely, it could be quite
challenging," Mitchell said.
Patients with LGV typically undergo
a three—week course of antibiotics, in—.
stead of the single dose used to treat
common strains of chlamydia. Mitchell
said the city is recommending that doc—
tors treat all cases of rectal chlamydia
with the three—week regimen.
"We think doctors should err on the
side of caution," he said.

JlmmyGrays Last Klng &
Queen of Hearts Set for Feb. 13
The 14th Annual King and Queen of
Hearts, a fundraiser for Friends For Life,
will be held at The Madison Flame, 1588
Madison Ave., on Sun., Feb. 13. The
doors open at 6 p.m. and the show and
auction are scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
Longtime Friends For Life supporter
Jimmy Gray is again responsible forput—
ting on this annual show and auction,
which historically has raised thousands
ofdollars for Memphis‘s oldest and larg—
est HIV/AIDS service organization.
"Friends For Life is a very important
part ofourcommunity, and I do hope that —
you will continue to support them," Gray
said. "Many of us were in Memphis at
the beginning of the AIDS epidemic. I JimmyGray
know that I personally have lost over 200
friends that I‘ve known and worked with to Aid To End AIDS Committee
in the community.
(ATEAC), the forerunner to Friends For
"While AIDS has been a part of most Life.
1992, the funds have been
of the people‘s lives who are now out, I donatedSince
to
ATEAC,
then to Friends
remember when you were told you had For Life following theandincorporation
of
it," Gray continued. "You had very little the organization.
time left because the drugs we have to—
however, Gray said this will be
day had not been developed. The com— hisSadly,
last
year
to organize and host the
munity reached out to help with medical event.
bills, house rent, utilities and, most im— "I was hoping to make it 15 years, but
portantly, people donated time to help due to health problems, I‘ve decided this
by going to check on those who had been ‘will be the final one," he said. "I‘d like
rejected by friends and family."
the entire Memphis community
Gray put on the first King and Queen toto invite
attend
this final event so that we can
of Hearts event in 1991.
make
it
one
last great fundraiser for
"When I founded King and Queen [of Friends For Life."
Hearts] back in 1991, the first event
to the event is $5 at the
raised $148.05 and it was donated by © door.Admission
The
doors
6 p.m. For addi—
King Sharon and Queen Betty to the tional information,opencallatFriends
Make A Wish Foundation for a child liv— at (901) 272—0855 or log ForonLifeto
ing with AIDS," Gray recalled.
In 1992, the proceeds were donated www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org.
TEP Announces Amendment
Opponents to Converge on
Capitol to Advance Equality
to educate the Middle Tennes—
NASHVILLE—Opponents ofthepro— designed
see community on the principles of speak—
posed state constitutional amendment to ing
with their legislators. It
define marriage as the union of one man takeseffectively
place on Sat., Feb. 19, from 1 p.m.
and one woman will rally in Nashville on to 3 p.m.
Center.
Feb. 22 for "Advancing Equality Day on A secondat theeventOasis
is
planned
for statewide
the Hill."
activists who may be unable to attend the
Members ofthe newly formed Tennes— Feb.
19 training session. This one—hour ori—
see EqualityProject (TEP) and the Human
to the General Assembly will
Rights Campaign (HRC) Tennessee Steer— entation
participants how to find their sena—
ing Committee are organizing the event to teach
and representatives at Legislative
draw citizens from across the state to talk tors
and how to speak with them about
to members of the Legislature about the Plaza
marriage
and other issues. The session
amendment.
at 9 a.m.(location to be determined).
‘According to Maria Salas, member of startsOrganizers
participation from
the HRC board of directors, "Advancing across the State.expect
"We have been working
Equality Day onthe Hill gives us the op— with groups in Knoxville,
Clarksville, and
portunity to share our views with our leg— Nashville," noted TEP President
islators. We can make a compelling case Hutchison. "Our movement willBrandon
include
if we actively 1j 0m the conversation about advocates from Chattanooga, Memphis,
the amendment."
Two events have been organized to pre—
pare advocates for meetings with state
senators and representatives. The firstis a
training session called "Lobbying 101,"

and other communities in the coming
weeks. It‘s important for the legislature to
hear voices from all over Tennessee."

For Lifeto Begin

—

Ban Same Sex Marriage In Tennessee

HIV/AIDS Hotline
Friends For. Life is again filling
a need in Memphis: an AIDS
Hotline.
"Memphis is without an AIDS
Hotline that is answered by local
individuals who are familiar with
Friends For Life and other local
HIV/AIDS resources," said Friends
For Life Executive Director Kim
A. Moss. "Friends For Life re—
ceives numerous calls requesting
information about HIV/AIDS."
While there presently are three
hotlines available for residents of
Memphis and Shelby County, only
one of them is local and not HIV/
AIDS specific. The three hotlines
presently available are:
* Center for Disease Control and
Prevention: (800) 342—2437
* Family Services of the Mid—
South Crisis Line: (901) 274—7477
* Tennessee AIDS Hotline:
(800) 525—2437
"The Friends For Life AIDS
Hotline will primarily be a volun—
teer—driven program," Moss said.
‘This— will be an excellent volun—

teer opportunity for persons who
may be shut—in or would like to
volunteer during the evening and
on weekends when there are no
other volunteer opportunities avail—
able to them."
Volunteers will be trained and
equipped with a resource manual,
which will list all the local HIV/
AIDS resources, and a rundown of
frequently—asked—questions, com—
plete with answers.
"We will have a special tele—
phone number to call and we will
program the volunteer‘s telephone
number into the system so that a
special ring will identify the caller
as a hotline caller," Moss said.
"The telephone number of the vol—
unteer will not the given out."
Friends For Life is in need of
volunteers to staff this much—
needed, local AIDS Hotline. If you
are interested in volunteering, call
Friends For Life at (901) 272—0855
or visit Friends For Life‘s website
at www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org.

NASHVILLE — State Rep. ing the relationship of one man and
Chris Newton, who represents Bra— one woman shall be the only legally
dley, Meigs, and Polk counties, has recognized marital contract in this
introduced House Joint Resolution state. Any policy or law or judicial
10, which is a constitutional interpretation, purporting to define
amendment to ban gay marriage in marriage as anything other than the
historical institution and legal con—
Tennessee.
The same measure overwhelm— tract between one man and one
ingly passed during the last Gen— woman, is contrary to the public
eral Assembly by the policy of this state and shall be void
constitutionally required simple and unenforceable in Tennessee. If
majority vote in the House and Sen— another state or foreign jurisdiction
ate. The constitutional amendment issues a license for persons to
must pass both chambers by a 2/3 marry and if such marriage is pro—
vote during this session of the leg— hibited in this state by the provi—
islature to be placed on the ballot sions of this section, then the
during the November 2006 General marriage shall be void and unen—
forceable in this state."
Election.
Rep. Newton said, "In 1996, I
The proposed constitutional
amendment would amend the Ten— voted for the Defense of Marriage
nessee Constitution and add a new Act in the state legislature that
statutorily defined marriage as be—
section to Article XI as follows:
"Section__. The historical insti— tween one man and one woman.
tution and legal contract solemniz— During this session of the state leg—

islature, we have an opportunity to
clearly prevent the types of recent
decisions rendered by activist
judges in other parts of the coun—
try. We must preserve, protect, and
defend the traditional institution of
marriage here in Tennessee by
passing this constitutional amend—
ment."
The practical effect of this con—
stitutional amendment would be to
pre—empt Tennessee courts from
someday overturning the definition
of marriage, he said.
In 2003, the Massachusetts Su—
preme Judicial Court overturned
the traditional definition of mar—
riage and allowed same—sex
couples to marry in that state, it was
stated.
:
Currently, there are 17 states
that have passed constitutional
amendments banning same sex
marriage.

MTV Networks to Launch LOGO

Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group

Call 335—MAGY
website: www. magyoniine.org
Advertising space donatedas a public service ofthe Triangle JournalNews
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divefzzﬁed cleaning services __
carpet, upholstery, leathgi; vinyl, tile
we don’t bury the; stain, we takeit wuh us"

_ chrisvales |
owner. / master tech _

Rep. NewtonSponsorsAmendmentto

for Gay and Lesbian Viewers
NEWYORK — LOGO, a new including Time Warner Cable, a long, long time, and it‘s an idea
cable television network targeted at RCN and additional distributors we feel is overdue," said Tom
LGBT viewers will be launched by that will be announced. LOGO Freston, chairman and CEO of
MTV Networks. "Despite our
MTV Networks (a division of
nation‘s progress on civil rights and
Viacom Inc.) on Thurs., Feb. 17.
the growing visibility of gay people
The new channel will be adver—
in business, society and even in tele—
tiser—supported, targeting primarily
vision programming — what has been
gays and lesbians, 25—49, and will
missing is a full—time home for this
provide a mix of original and ac—
important and influential audience on
quired programming that is authen—
tic, —smart, inclusive and joins Viacom‘s roster of popular television. We have big plans and
open—minded.
and highly—targeted cable networks hopes for LOGO, and I‘ m thrilled to
LOGO will launch in markets which includes MTV, Comedy finally announce its arrival."
It is not known whether Time
across America, including Los Central, BET and Spike TV.
Angeles, New York, Boston, Phila—
"Creating a network specifi— Warner Cable in Memphis will
delphia, Atlanta and San Francisco, cally for the LGBT community is carry LOGO. Repeated calls to
through national cable operators, something we‘ ve wanted to do for Time Warner were not returned.
romo

call forappmmment

— sat am/pm;, —
901—644—4099 _

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES
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Please Join Us ...

"FREEDOM TO MARRY" CELEBRATION
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. » 683—9649
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
(Mini—Theatre)
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642
OPEN 6 DAYS
‘Mon., Sat.
—@&)—
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
id checks
§ Closed Sundays and Holidays
f
Fantasy
Warehouseted#1at and #4 only
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Sunday, February 13th at 3:00p.m.
First Congregationaf United Church qf Christ
1000 South Cooper
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

Sponsored By Wefcommg Refigious Congregations in {Mempﬁis
Affirming the right of same-gendered couples to marriage and equal rights.
Questions: call Rev. Cheryl Cornish, 278—6786 ext 1
Advertising space donatedas apublicservice ofthe TriangleJounalNews ;
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*~* sunday, February 13
‘ at The Madison Flame
1588 Madison Avenue,Memnms
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Bourbon

St.

Bar

2628 N. Highland * Jackson,

TN

&

Grill.

* 731—66 4—2800g,

faafUPI-9)q
Cachet

and

Ch arpay —

[apeszgf

A

__

Tuesday

Karaoke

©

Wednesday

Hot Boys & Hot Girls

Thursday
Friday

_

College Nite — Bands
—

Saturday

Talent Night with Charnay
Super Show with Cachet

HAPPY HOUR

Daily 4—7 p.m.

Information, Contact
Cachet (731—968—9194) or —
Charnay (662—415—1413)

For Booking
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Hairspray Holds

Memphis

Other States Could Act as Supreme

Court Sidesteps Gay Adoption Issue
In Hairsprayit‘s 1962 — the
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — As the adoptions by gays: California, Con— Florida, Mississippi and Utah. The
‘50s are out and change is in the
U.S. Supreme Courtsteered clear necticut, Massachusetts, New rest have no formal law, he said.
air. Baltimore‘s Tracy Turnblad, a
The case is Lofton v. Secretary
of a dispute over gay adoptions Jan. York, Pennsylvania and Vermont,
big girl with big hair and an even
10, an Arkansas legislator was as well as the District of Colum— of the Florida Department of Chil—
bigger heart, has only one passion
working on a bill to ban the prac— bia. Three—states have limits — dren and Families, 04—478.
— to dance. She wins a spot on the
tice in this state.
&
local TV dance program, "The
_The high court‘s ruling ener—
Corny Collins Show" and, over—
gized conservatives who want
night, is transformed from outsider
other states to copy Florida‘s one— TENNESSEELEATHER TRIBE
to irrepressible teen celebrity. But
of—a—kind ban on gays adopting
can a plus—size trendsetter in dance
children, and conservative groups
and fashion vanquish the: — whose recent focus has been on
program‘s reigning princess, win
blocking gay marriages — cheered
CLUB NIGHT
the heart of heartthrob Link Larkin,
the decision.
and integrate a television show
First Saturday of the Month
~ It "sends a huge message that
without denting her ‘do? Only in
the court is not going to be open to
The Pumping Station
Hairspray! Welcome to the ‘60s!
a broad—based homosexual
Hairspray is based on the New
agenda," said Mathew Staver,
Line Cinema film written and di—
president of the Liberty Counsel in
rected by John Waters, who serves
Orlando, Fla.
&
as a creative consultant on the mu—
Other states, he said, should
sical comedy. It features a book by
start considering similar laws.
Mark O‘Donnell and Thomas
In Arkansas, state Sen. Jim Holt,
Meehan. Hairspray features an
R—Springdale, has said he is work—
original score by Academy Award—
ing on legislation to ban gay adop—
nominated Marc Shaiman (who co—
tions, which the state allows, and
wrote the music and lyrics for the
would expand his bill to include
acclaimed animated musical, South — language to ban foster—care place—
Park: Bigger, Longer & Uncut)
ments in gay homes.
and lyrics by Marc Shaiman and
In declining to review the
Scott Wittman. Hairspray is di—
Florida law, Supreme Court jus—
rected by Jack O°‘ Brien and choreo—
tices averted a second showdown
graphed by Jerry Mitchell.
over gay rights in two years. The
The Orpheum Theatre is oper—
court barred states in 2003 from
ated by the Memphis Development criminalizing gay sex, a decision
Foundation, a non—profit organiza— | that brought strong criticism from
tion which depends on the finan—> conservative and religious groups.—
cial support of the community to
The Jan. 10 action indicates the
carry out its mission to foster the
court is finished for now with the
enjoyment and understanding of delicate subject. _
the arts in Memphis, as well as the
Six states specifically allow

Audiences Captivated
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DABSLEG
Now we wax, dahling!
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Dane ote Difirenc!:
TUE—FRI 9—7 — SAT 9—3

INVd + NIXOIN » 390N4 — MIHD NHOIYIWY

HAIR CARE & BODY WAXING «

NVIISV83S » SNH —

Brot coot’én —725—0O052 1 — memenis, tn —

Hairspray has left the building,
but the feedback on the Broadway
masterpiece continues to trickle in.
The reviews for the show were very
upbeat, many of which touched on
the Broadway—quality cast and cos
tumes as well as the positive mes—
sage of the script.
With an almost sold out eight—
performance run, during a holiday
week, Hairspray lived up to all its
hype. Orpheum President Pat
Halloran noted, "This is the high—
est attended show in the past nine
months, after a drop off in ticket
sales, a common trend in this mar—
ketplace."

WALK—INS WELCOME .

—

economic prosperity of downtown
and surrounding areas.

~
Spiritual Resources in
the Memphis Area

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525-6502 f
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
First Presbyterian Church — 525—5619
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362 _
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
ldfewild Presbyterian Church — 726-4687
Living Word Christian Church ~452—0272
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 266—2626
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
SL Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Ad.) — 754—4241
Advertising space donatedas apublicservice ofthe Triangle JournalNews

e four—course fondue dinner. _

GLAAD Announces Nominees for 16th Annual Awards
LOS ANGELES — The Gay & funny coverage of gay and lesbian
at the New York Marriott Dateline NBC. They witnessed our budget of $7 million, and offices
Lesbian Alliance Against Defama— civil rights issues, and its hilarious 2005
Marquis; in Los Angeles on April weddings in The Boston Globe and in Los Angeles and New York.
tion (GLAAD) announced the skewering of the religious right s 30 at the Kodak Theatre; and in San the San Francisco Chronicle. More than 100 corporate spon—
nominees for its 16th Annual anti—gay agenda."
on June 1 1 at the Westin Time and again, story after story, sors are showing their support, in—
GLAAD Media Awards Jan 19. The GLAAD Media Awards Francisco
St. Francis.
year‘s GLAAD Media Awards cluding Absolut.Vodka, which is
Among the nominees: Fox Search— recognize and honor the media for Broadcast networks led the: way this
nominees made a powerful case for returning to the Media Awards as
light Pictures‘ acclaimed biopic their fair, accurate and inclusive with 13 nominations, while cable fairness and equality, and it‘s our the Presenting Sponsor. GLAAD
Kinsey, Pedro Almodovar‘s Bad representations of the lesbian, gay, followed
behind with 10 privilege to honor them."
is proud to acknowledge the 16—
Education, UPN‘s new hit drama bisexual and transgender commu— nominees.closely
Among the broadcast
GLAAD Media Awards nomi— year commitment of Absolut to the
Kevin Hill, CBS‘ Survivor: nity and the issues that affect their networks, CBS came away with 8 nees were published, released or Media Awards as the Founding
Vanuatu, HBO‘s The Wire, lives.
nominations, while Showtime led broadcast between Dec. 1, 2003 Sponsor and its 24 years support—
Showtime‘s The L Word, The 2005 marks the first time that cable
networks with 5 nominees.
and Dec. 31, 2004. Nearly 1,000 ing the LGBT community.
Oprah Winfrey Show, 60 Minutes, the GLAAD Media Awards will be "Fair,
accurate and inclusive media projects were considered in GLAAD is also grateful to the
Univision‘s Latina, and The Bos— televised. MTV Networks‘ new media images have incredible cul— 24 English—language and 13 Span— event‘s Platinum Underwriters, IBM,
ton Globe.
cable channel, LOGO, is set to air
power — the power to open ish—language categories.
Time Warner, and Wells Fargo.
<In addition to 141 competitive the GLAAD Media Awards tele— — tural
people‘s eyes, hearts and minds to
This year, GLAAD expects American Airlines (GLAAD‘s offi—
nominees in 37 categories, cast in the fall, reaching millions the truth of our lives and our rela— more than 5,000 people to attend cial airline), Anheuser—Busch, Inc.,
GLAAD alsoannouncedthatit will of lesbian, gay, bisexual, tionships," said GLAAD Executive the three ceremonies, raising more Bud Light, Banana Republic, Coors
present a Special Recognition transgender and allied households
Joan M. Garry.
than $3 million for the Brewing Company, Jaguar North
award to Comedy Central‘s The across the country. The GLAAD Director
"Last year audiences learned organization‘s work. Founded in America & Land Rover North
Daily Show with Jon Stewart for Media Awards ceremonies will be about LGBT history and historical 1985, GLAAD is the nation‘s les— America, Lehman Brothers,
its "smart, incisive, devastatingly held in New York on March 28, figures in Kinsey and Alexander. bian, gay, bisexual and transgender Motorola, and Terry K. Watanabe
They were introduced ~to
transgender lives on Oprah and

media advocacy organization, with
a staff of 43, an annual operating

support the GLAAD Media Awards
as Underwrlters

Massage Sherapy

Sharpton:
An important component of your wellness program
relaxation — stress relief — rejuvenation
Mike Warkentin, LMT
By Appointment

Inbalance Fitness

901—218—0669

794 S. Cooper St.

Serving car Comemanity

{ul5qem/Ptemcall

BushTook Advantage of

Gay Marriage Debate
ATLANTA (AP) — President
Bush exploited religious feelings
against gay marriage in his re—elec—
tion campaign, former presidential
candidate Al Sharpton said.
Speaking on Jan 10 at Atlanta‘s
Butler Street Christian Methodist
Episcopal, Sharpton said Bush used
the gay marriage debate to draw
attention away from the Iraq war

and ignored domestic problems.
"I think George Bush manipu—
lated a lot of religious feelings
about marriage when the president
has little or nothing to do with mar—
riage," Sharpton said.
The 2004 election was not the
place for a moral debate, the New
York Democrat said.
"It was the place for a debate on

mewéeummuadqta
Who We Are

Steve Solomon
| SOWELL £ COMPANY
Bai to ni/ t_ tuk

*

stevesoromon
[@
Office (901) 278—4380
MLS
Residence (901) 454—1931
l‘ ]
E* £354 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
___
*p ME"
e—mail: STEVENC1@AOLCOM

Gay
This word used to mean "happy," but its meaning changed
when homosexuals used it as code. They were thought of as
clinically ill and were thought only to exist as homosexuals.
The word "gay" gave them a smaller word that was an adjec—
tive, not a noun. This allowed those who used it to identify as
homosexual in addition to other identities. Some people use it
to include bisexuals and lesbians. Now that bisexuals andlesbi—
ans are gaining a separate voice, it usually refers only to homo—
sexual men.

Rhonda

Manning

Hidaji,

CLUB NIGHT

Provory Seevine

Our Communtry

X Relationship Difficulties
X€ Couples Counseling
# Individual Counseling

For Over

18 Years

Iraq, he‘s in charge of the military;
health care, he‘s in charge of that;
on Social Security, he‘s in charge
of that," Sharpton said. "But we
should not relinquish the morality
of the church to the office of presi—
dent. He has nothing to do with
that."
Sharpton lost the Democratic
presidential nomination to Massa—
chusetts Sen. John Kerry but said
he remains committed to electing
Democrats. But Sharpton, who just
ended a two—day meeting in Atlanta
with black members of the Demo—
cratic National Committee, warned
that party leaders should not ignore
blacks when choosing future lead—
ers.
Sharpton, who spoke to the
Southern Black Caucus, said he
believes black people may drift fur—
ther from the Democrats unless
leaders reward black party mem—
bers with key posts.

# General Issues
and Coachi
#€ Abuse Counseling

First Saturday
of the Month
The Pumping Station

X€ Gender Counseling

1382 Poplar Ave.

266 SOUTH FRONT STREET, SurtE206 Mesmrens, TN 38103. (901) 527—1316
(901)
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Property

and business assets. f
Day wants part of the proceeds
from the sale of undeveloped Lake
Spokane property purchased in
Kelsh‘s name while they were to—
gether, but sold after theysplit. Day
also wants compensation for im—
provements she says increased the
value of Kelsh‘s home.
The state Court ofAppeals ruled
last year that the legal doctrine on
"meretricious" — marriage—like —
relationships applies to same—sex
couples, even though they can‘t
legally wed in Washington.
The state Supreme Court had
laid out several criteria for deter—
mining whether property acquired
by unmarried couples should be
divided as though they were mar—
ried. One of the criteria was the
couple‘s intent to assume marital

Rights in Same—sex Relationship
roles that are legally denied to gays.
Day claims in court documents
that she took on the role of "wife"

in mid—1990.

Claiborne H. Ferguson
Senior Member
ss College, BK.

MS College School of Law—
Magna cum laude
Certified [AUI Technician
Nat‘ Assoc. Cr . Def. Lawyers
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Heterosexual

from Towns

Marriages

tificate was rejected when she went
to get a new card earlier this month
is rejecting marriage documents is—
so she could take her husband‘s
name.
sued for heterosexual couples in
four communities that performed
"What concerns me is that the
weddings for gay couples earlier
certificate is the only way to prove
this year.
that we‘re married," she told The
The agency is rejecting all mar—
New York Times. "If something
riage certificates issued in New
happens to us, or some other couple
Paltz, N.Y., after Feb. 27, when the
from New Paltz, we can‘t prove
town ‘s mayor began marrying gay
we‘re married. We would not be
couples, according to town ofﬁ—
able to draw benefits."
The agency did not respond to
cials.
Certificates issued during the repeated requests from the Times
brief periods when Asbury Park, for comment. A call from The As—
N.J., Multnomah County, Ore., and sociated Press for comment was not
Sandoval County, N.M., —recog— immediately returned.
nized gay marriages are also being
The agency posts rules on its
rejected.
Web site spelling out which docu—
Susie Kilpatrick, 30, of New ments can be used to obtain Social
Paltz, said the local Social Secu— Security cards.
It accepts civil—union documents
rity office told her that no marriage
documents issued after Feb. 27 from Vermont and marriage li—
could be used to establish identity censes for gay couples in Massa—
because of the gay marriages that chusetts. Marriage certificates for
took place there earlier this year. gay couples from San Francisco are.
About 125 heterosexual couples | not allowed, but those for hetero—
have been married since then.
sexual couples from the city are
—
Kilpatrick said her marriage cer— being recognized.
PALTZ,

owes

offset by proceeds from the sale of

bills and personal debts Day ran up

Carmelcorn
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Day‘s
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NEW

(901) 276—5100
A criminal chargecan have a drastic effect on
your life,job and family. For freelegal advice
concerning your case. call today.

credit card was supposed to be re—

amount

State law doesn‘t allow unmar—

That

Mid—South Criminal
Defense Firm, PLLC
wuv.
1509 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN38184

on

the couple broke

when she moved into Kelsh‘s home

Marriage

general carpentry,
finish carpentry,
indoor painting,
lite plumbing and
electrical. Doors hung,
shelving built,closets built,
mantels built, and plastering —
both repaired and new.
Installation of light fixtures,
fans, cabinets and home modifications.
Old Homes Specialist
Have anunusualproject ?JustAsk!
Prompt, neat, and professionalservice.
Phone Scott647—4780

store at the Northtown Mall before

—

The Social Security Administration

The Web site said the legality
of marriage documents in the other
localities, including New Paltz, is
"still unresolved at the state level."
New York state officials, in—
cluding Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer and Gov. George Pataki,
have said. same—sex ceremonies —
violate state law. Several lawsuits
challenging the law are pending,
and New York‘s highest court, the
Court of Appeals, is widely —ex=
pected to make the ultimate deci—
sion on the legality of gay marriage
in the state.
Residents inNew Paltz are con—
fused why Social Security officials
are targeting heterosexual marriage
licenses from their town.
Dan Willen, New Paltz‘s town
supervisor, said the agency never
contacted town officials to inform
them that the certificates would not
be recognized. He called the policy
unfair.
“They te delvmg into every
aspect®of our lives, including
marriage," he said. "I‘m ap—
palled."

Military Fired More Gay Linguists
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
new report reveals that recent mili—
tary discharges of gay and lesbian
linguists were more widespread
than previously reported, and a
large number of those experts were
trained in languages that are stra—
tegic in the U.S. war on terror.
According to newly released
Pentagon records, at least 73 lan—
guage specialists were discharged
between 1998 and 2004 because of
the military‘s "Don‘t ask, Don‘t
tell" policy that prevents openly
gay individuals from serving.
Of those, 20 were Arabic lin—
guists, 16 were trained in Korean
and six were Farsi speakers.
The figures were obtained by
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the Center for the Study of Sexual
Minorities in the Military and were
reported first in the Jan. 24 issue
of the New Republic.
Experts have identified a short—
age of Arabic translators as a key
flaw in the government‘s ability to
anticipate the Sept. 11, 2001, ter—
rorist attacks or make break—
throughs in the larger war on terror.
Steve Ralls, spokesman for the
Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network, said the "Don‘t ask,
Don‘t tell" policy undermines mili—
tary readiness and should be re—
pealed. "The military is placing
homophobia well ahead of national
security," he said.
"It‘s rather appalling that in the

weeks leading up to 9/11, messages
were coming in, waiting to be
translated ... and at the same time
they were firing people who
could‘ve done that job."
Ian Finkenbinder, who served in
Iraq during 2003 with the Army‘s
Third Infantry Division, was an
Arabic translator who was dis—
charged upon his return from the
war. Soon his division will go back
for a second tour in Iraq without
him, the New Republic reported.
"There was definitely a feeling of,
‘We could really use you,"" he said,
recalling the time his commander
started discharge proceedings. "I was
an Arabic linguist, and those are
pretty valuable over there."
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MGLCC Corner

The major event for this Febru—
ary is a double celebration.
MGLCC will be 16 years old and
< two years at its location at 892
South Cooper in Midtown.
MGLCC was chartered in mid
1989 and its first location at
Claybrook and Madison was dedi—
cated later that year. It was a store—
front with good intentions, some
weird electrical problems and what
seemed like 40 sofas. A call was
put out for sofas and the space at
one point looked like a discount
furniture store.
That early location was home to
worshipping congregations, play
rehearsals, two—step lessons, a very
successful coffee house, Gay Rap
and dozens of other events.
Entities such as Holy Trinity
Church, the Lambda Men‘s. Cho—
rus and Gay Expo (which was ab—
sorbed into the Pride Festival) saw

Arkansas

their earliest beginnings at the Cen—
ter on Madison.
The Center had two more loca—
tions, Madison at Belvedere and
‘Madison at McNeil before going

was dedicated two years ago this
coming February.
The Sweet Sixteen Birthday
Party will be held on Sat., Feb. 19,
and the community is invited.
Those who have been involved in
the formation and history of the
Center are invited to bring photos
and anecdotes.
Congratulations to Marty Katz
for receiving the second MGLCC
Founders Award on New Year‘s
Eve. Marty was honored for his
work completely revamping and
updating the finances and fiscal
accountability of the Center. The
first recipient was Jason Crockett
FD] Hh
for his calm deliberate leadership
— during a time of unparalleled cri—
a
memphis yay a leshian
sis during the history of MGLCC.
community center
Weekly events: Heidiville has
gone on hiatus and is presently be—
ing replaced with Game Night. See
dormant for several years. Through the website at www.mglec.org for
the generosity of benefactors and events and updates or call 901 278—
contributors, the present building MGCC (6422).

Bill Would

Adoptions,

Ban

Gays from

Foster Parenting

By James Jefferson
Associated Press Writer
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
A legislator filed a bill Jan 14 that
would prevent the state of Arkan—
sas from placing foster or adoptive
children in homes with homosexu—
als as a "protection of public mo—
rality."
The ban would extend not only
to homes where a homosexual is a
head of the household, but also to
any home where an adult homo—
sexual resides.
—
The proposal would add a sec—
tion to the state‘s adoption law and
amend another statute to empower
the state Child Welfare Agency
Review Board to write rules to pro—
mote the morals of children in the
agency‘s care, in addition to their
health, safety and welfare. In the
adoption law, it would add a new
section titled "Protection of Public
Morality."
A state judge cited the board‘s
lack of authority to consider mor—
als in foster care placements in a
December ruling that struck down
the state‘s gay foster parent ban.
The state does not now prohibit
gays from adopting children.
The legislation is sponsored
jointly by Rep. Bob Adams, D—
Sheridan, and Sen. Jim Holt, R—
Springdale.
"I don‘t think either one of us.
consider ourselves the moral police
of the Legislature," said Holt, a
Christian conservative who gained
prominence in running a failed U.S.
Senate campaign last year based
primarily on his support for a con—
stitutional amendment to ban gay
marriage.
Voters passed a state ban in the

_

November election.
said public morality, as determined
"The people of Arkansas just
by the Legislature, is a legitimate
overwhelmingly spoke that they
state interest, within constitutional
limits.
did not want consenting (gay)
adults recognized as married. It
Fox also recommended that
would be even more overwhelm—
lawmakers do a careful reading of
ing for a child who has no say—so
the information and expert opin—
at all to be farmed out to homo—
ions in the case record in forming
sexual parents," Holt said.
. public policy and morality on the
Rita Sklar, executive director of issue.
the Arkansas chapter of the Ameri—
The U.S. Supreme Court last
can Civil Liberties Union, said the
week let stand a Florida ban on
proposal mistakes discrimination
adoptions by gay people, either as
for morality.
couples or single parents. Justices
"This is calling something pub—
refused to hear a challenge brought
lic morality when it really is dis—
by four gay men. Its 1977 law was
liking gay people," Sklar said. "It‘s
passed at the height of Anita
just horrible, based on nothing more
Bryant‘s anti—homosexual cam—
than personal bias and discrimination
paign.
and not based in reality. We will fight
Two other states restrict gay
this in the Legislature and in the
adoptions. Mississippi prohibits
courts if need be.
gay couples, but not gay individu—
In overthrowing the gay foster
als, from adopting. Utah bars un—
parent ban in December, Pulaski
married cohabiting couples — gay
County Circuit Judge Timothy Fox
or heterosexual — from adopting.

Members ofthe MGLCC visitedthe Nationa! CivilRights Museum in honor
ofthe ReverendDr. Martin LutherKing‘s Girthday. Theypresented Beverly
Robertson, executive director, a $200 donation for a commemorative
MGLCC brick to preserve a gay and lesbian legacy at the museum.
Proturedfrom left to right are: Tommy, Sharon, Katie, Michelle, John, Len,
Alan, Justin, Beverly Robertson ofNCFM, Tuffy, and Charlie
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St. John‘s United
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Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For
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donation to offset expenses.
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King‘s

By Louise

Own

ghu'
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — :When
Martin Luther King Jr.‘s youngest
child lit a torch at her father‘s tomb
last month to kick off a march ad—
vocating a ban on gay marriage, it
created a strong image linking the
slain civil rights icon to a heated
social debate.
Another indelible image: King‘s
widow addressing audiences at a
New Jersey college just nine
months earlier, defending the rights
of gays and lesbians.
In a year that saw the issue of
gay marriage cause a split across
the black community, the debate hit
no harder than in the home of King
himself.
The famed leader never publicly
spoke on gay rights while leading
the charge toward racial equality in
the 1950s and ‘60s, but the clash
over gay marriage has prompted
those close to his legacy to pick
sides and interpret how King would
stand on the issue if he were alive
today.
&
Coretta Scott King, a longtime
supporter of gay rights, has often
invoked her late husband‘s teach—
ings while advocating tolerance
and equality for homosexuals.
Most recently, she denounced a

Family

Reflects

proposed national constitutional
amendment to ban same—sex mar—
riage in a speech at The Richard
Stockton College of New Jersey.
"Gay and lesbian people have
families, and their families should
have legal protection, whether by
marriage or civil union," she said
in her March 23 address. "A con—
stitutional amendment banning
same—sex marriages is a form of
gay bashing and it would do noth—
ing at all to protect traditional mar—

Larger Debate over Gay Marriage

route through the neighborhood
where King grew up. She has re—
peatedly declined interview re—
quests made by The Associated
Press over the past month.
"Bernice says herself that she
knows deep within that her father
did not march and did not take a
bullet for same—sex marriage," said
Alveda C. King, niece of the slain
civil rights leader and founder of
the faith—based King for America
Inc.
Alveda King, who has been a
riages."
The Kings‘ youngest child, vocal opponent of gay marriage,
Bernice King, took a very differ— . said she joined her cousin in the
ent stand when she helped lead march because she believes her uncle
thousands of people in an Atlanta never intended for gay rights to be
march last month that drew na— part of the civil rights movement.
"I‘m simply a Christian minis—
tional attention for its anti—gay
ter, and I vote according to the
agenda.
s
The march, organized by Bishop Bible‘s standards and issues at
Eddie Long and his 25,000—mem— hand," she said. "I don‘t believe
ber New Birth Missionary Baptist that people should be penalized for
Church, also advocated other is— their affections, but we need to be
sues, including education reform clear on the purpose of sexuality
and affordable health care, but the and marriage, that purpose being
first goal listed by the church was procreation."
Martin Luther King IIF has con—
to push for a constitutional amend—
ment to "fully protect marriage be— demned homophobia, although he
said he hasn‘t taken as strong of a
tween one man and one woman."
Bernice King, an elder in the stance as his mother.
"I don‘t know that I have a clear
church, began the event by light—
ing a torch at Martin Luther King position at this point, beyond the
Jr.‘s tomb and handing it over to fact—that I ‘don‘t want us ever to dis—
Long, who carried it on a two—mile criminate against anyone, period,
for sexual orientation," King said.
"I think we need to find a way to
honor partnerships but I don‘t
think that marriage needs to be re—
defined."
Beyond King’s family; many
who marched alongside him dur—

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value ofevery human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood! —
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30

Classes at 9:30 a.m.

www.firstcongo.com
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ing the equality movement for
Some black leaders have ac—
blacks have drawn on the leader‘s cused Republicans of using the gay
message of inclusion in shaping marriage debate in the last election
their own stances on the subject.
as a ploy to divide the black elec—
"Martin Luther King was one of torate, which typically votes mostly
most tolerant and understanding Democrat, on an issue that has
and generous persons I‘ve ever never been a priority in the com—
known, and I‘d never heard him munity.
make a judgmental statement about
"I don‘t remember either Jesus
anyone‘s sexuality except his or Martin Luther King discussing
own," said former United Nations the issue," Lowery said. "I don‘t
ambassador Andrew Young, who think it was on the agenda back
was a top aide to King.
then any more than it is now."
U.S. Rep. John Lewis, who
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, who
helped organize the 1963 March on also worked closely with King, said
Washington where King gave his the idea of a U.S. constitutional
famous "I Have a Dream" speech, amendment on gay marriage has
has been a visible supporter of gay been used as a diversion.
activists, filing a friend—of—the—
"The big issue that we have now
court brief in a Massachusetts case is the number of abused children,
that led to the state becoming the the number of orphaned children,
first in the nation to legahze same— the number of divorces... these are
sex marriage.
the issues gripping us," he said.
And the Rev. Joseph Lowery,
NAACP board chairman Julian
who co—founded the Southern Bond said he‘s encouraged by the
Christian Leadership Conference fact that King‘s legacy continues
with King, agreed that discrimina— to inspire movements decades af—
tion of any kind is not something ter his death, but cautioned against
King would have stood for. "I don‘t drawing any conclusions about a
recall any experience that would man who‘s no longer alive to speak
put Dr. King in the category of ex— for himself.
cluding people," he said.
"He is a handy weapon for both
Ultimately, Young and other sides to wield. But that‘s not new.
King associates say the whole de— We hear all kinds of people quot—
bate is irrelevant to the issues at the ‘ing him to promote their point of
heart of King‘s agenda, which the view," Bond said. "But if you‘re
slain leader called the "triple evils" saying Martin Luther King
of war, poverty and racism.
wouldn‘t do this or would do that
"It‘s a sick debate because it re— without any foundation, that‘s just
fuses to raise the issues that he your opinion."
raised," Young said. "He didn‘t say
anything about sex at all as far as I
was concerned."
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Right Wing Warns of Gay SpongeBob SquarePants
By David Crary
AP National Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The pro—
ducer of a pro—tolerance music
video for kids, featuring scores of
their TV heroes ranging from, the
Muppets to SpongeBob Square—
Pants, said Jan. 21 he is astounded
that the project has been assailed
by some conservatives as a cunning
attempt to advocate homosexuality.
"The only response is, ‘Wow,‘"
said Nile Rodgers, a veteran musi—
cian and producer whose We Are
Family Foundation plans to give
away 60,000 copies of the video
after it is aired next month on sev—
eral television networks.
The video itsqlf involves a ren—
dition of the 1979 hit song "We Are
Family," that Rodgers co—wrote,
and contains no reference to gay
rights or sexual orientation.
However, the Mississippi—based
American Family Association, in

a detailed article by the editor of
its monthly journal, insists the en—
deavor has a pro—gay subtext.
"On the surface, the project may
appear to be a worthwhile attempt
to foster greater understanding of
cultural differences," wrote Ed
Vitagliano. "However, a short step
beneath the surface reveals that one
of the differences being celebrated
is homosexuality."
To back his assertions,
Vitagliano said the foundation‘s
Web site contained links to other
organizations‘ educational material
supporting tolerance of gays and
lesbians.
Vitagliano also complained of a
"tolerance pledge" found on the
We Are Family Web site, borrowed
from a civil rights group, which
says in part, "To help keep diver—
sity a wellspring of strength and
make America a better place for all,
I pledge to have respect for people
whose abilities, beliefs, culture,

race, sexual identity or other char—
acteristics are different from my
own."
Rodgers said he asked some of
his foundation‘s officials if they
thought the reference to "sexual
identity" should be removed from
the Web site, and the consensus
was to keep it.
"I don‘t understand their moti—
vation," Rodgers said of his crit—
ics. "Nothing could be more
devastating to the people who be—
lieve in me and our organization
than to imply there‘s an insidious
undercurrent to it."
"As I grew older, I‘ ve grown to
respect people with a different
point of view," he said. "The prob—
lem with this whole thing is that
people are forcing me to be con—
frontational."
The matter gained attention ,
after The New York Times reported
that prominent conservative James
Dobson, founder of Colorado

Springs, Colo—based Focus on the
Family, alluded to SpongeBob
SquarePants‘ role in a "pro—homo—
sexual video" during remarks to a
pre—inauguration dinner in Wash—
ington.
:
For at least two years, some cul—
tural analysts have mused about
whether SpongeBob, a talking
sponge, is "gay." Though the car—
toon character does have a loyal
following among gay men, his cre—
ator, Stephen Hillenburg, has de—
scribed him as an asexual oddball.
In any case, Rodgers stressed
that SpongeBob was in the video
for only a few seconds, sharing the
spotlight with more than 100 other — criticism was a case of mistaken
identity, because some of the ini—
TV characters ranging from Jimmy
tial conservative attacks included
Neutron to Barney to the Muppets
a link to the Web site of an unre—
and the Rugrats.
lated gay—rights group with a name
"Focusing on SpongeBob is al—
similar to his foundation. But
most as ludicrous as focusing on
Vitagliano‘s detailed critique made
the ‘sexual identity‘ reference in
clear that the We Are Family video
the tolerance pledge," he said.
was indeed the target.
Rodgers said he first thought the

Louisiana Supreme Court Upholds Sodomy
By Janet McConnaughey
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
There‘s nothing unconstitutional in
making solicitation for oral sex a
felony even though soliciting for
sexual intercourse is a misde—
meanor, the Louisiana Supreme
Court ruled Jan 19.
Without dissent, the court over—
turned a decision which threw out
charges against a Jefferson Parish
prostitute accused of soliciting a
male undercover officer in 1995 for
oral sex — or, as the law has it, "un—
natural oral copulation for compen—
sation".
The court has not yet ruled in
another case from Jefferson Parish,
challenging parts of the law which
make it criminal for consenting
adults to have oral or anal sex.
Both District Court decisions
were based on the U.S. Supreme
Court‘s decision in 2003 that threw
out a Texas sodomy law.

District Judge Kernan Hand had
thrown out charges against Tina
Thomas, saying the law is discrimi—
natory and violates an adult
prostitute‘s right to decide which
sort of sex she will offer.
The U.S. Supreme court ruled
that homosexuals‘ right to liberty
"gives them the full right to engage

apartment and arrested the men
they found having sex there on a
charge of "deviant sexual inter—
course."
The U.S. Supreme Court‘s rul—
ing in that case was about private
lives, and stated specifically that "it
does not involve public conduct or
prostitution," he wrote, quoting the

in their conduct without interven— opinion.
tion of the government. The same
Five other judges signed
rational must apply to all persons Weimer‘s opinion.
—
in deciding their sexal activities
In a separate opinion, Chief Jus—
and preferences providing the re— tice Pascal Calogero said he agreed
lationship involves consenting that the Texas ruling did not deal
adults."
with soliciting oral sex for money.
"It would be absurd to interpret" — However, he said, he thinks it does
the U.S. Supreme Court‘s opinion indicate that the Louisiana law‘s
as meaning solicitation for oral sex five—year prison term may be un—
cannot be prosecuted when the constitutionally harsh. But Thomas
opinion specifically states that it didn‘t raise that issue, so the court
does not affectlaws against prosti— could not consider it, he wrote.
tution, Justice John L. Weimer
The other lawsuit was filed in
wrote.
1996 by the Louisiana Electorate
Weimer noted that in the Texas for Gays and Lesbians. State Dis—
case, police answered a report of a trict Judge Robert Murphy forbade
weapons disturbance, went into an parish prosecutors to pursue any

Law

cases involving consenting adults.
But Murphy left intact parts of
the law forbidding human sex with
animals, solicitation for oral and
anal sex and aggravated crimes
against nature.
Murphy also declined to strike

down a law giving the state attor—
ney general‘s office power to pros—
ecute organizations formed for the
purpose of organized homosexual—
ity, prostitution, narcotics and other
activities spelled out in the law.
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2005 Is Not 1950
Stop acting as if it is 1950, or
believing that we are headed back
to it.
But if you do believe an elec—
tion makes this seem logical, what
are you doing about it? Apparently
nothing but going back into the
closet or going to Canada.
Have a little faith in yourselves
and the nation.
It also would help you to know
a little history, so that you can put
one election into perspective and
context.
In 1950 when Harry Hay, Dale
Jennings and others got together to
start an organization about homo—
~ sexuality, it was the worst possible
time. It was the McCarthy era.
There were bigots seeing commu—
nists behind every door and in ev—
ery government agency and, what
was worse, they were also homo—
sexual deviants.
Well, they were right about one
thing... the founders ofMattachine
were communists, or ex—commu—
nists, since the communist party,
which sought to make the world

better, refused to allow homosexu—
als to serve. It was an interesting
decision since today the commu—
nist party is dead butthe homo—
sexuals they kicked out went on
to found the homosexual civil
rights movement which is alive
and thriving in 2005.
:
Ifyou think the nation is worse
today than in 1950, you have no
knowledge of history. I lived in
1950, and I can tell you 2005 is
not 1950.
Have you everheard ofsodomy
laws? Did you read that Illinois,
the first state to get rid of sodomy
laws in 1961, is now becoming the
next state to make it a crime to dis—
criminate against people on the
basis of sexual orientation?
Do you think that anyone even
dreamed ofgay marriage in 1950?
We wrote articles about it — not —
very seriously,just as an academic
exercise. The right—wingers didn‘t
attack us; they had no idea any—
one would even think there should
be gay marriage. Go back and read
ONE. magazine Have you ever —

heard of it? It recorded the life of
homosexual Americans in the ‘50s
and ‘60s.
And those of you who make
snide remarks about Bill Clinton,
are not smart— he inspires people.
But if you want to see and hear
what homosexual Americans
should be supporting, listen to
Barak Obama, the new senator
from Illinois. No politician in 1950
or 1960 would have dreamed of
winning an election saying such
things.
You need a little vision. There
are people with vision, such as
Obama. The questionis will you
support them or continue to play
the victim act and assume that the
Jerry Falwells of the world will
win.
The future depends on you.
Those of us who have worked for
50 years to make the world better
for you have done our part. Now it
is up to you to continue the work.
Billy Glover
Homosexual Information Center

Groups Miss The Boat
have to fight?
forward with anti—gay amendments
In the list of organizations that — for their state constitutions, and
signed this "historic joint state— they are not just trying to stop gay
ment," where are the names ofthe marriage.
churches and religions who are part Kansas just passed a law that
ofthe religious left? How can such forbids not only gay marriage, but
an important arm of the gay rights civil unions, and any "legal recog—
movement be ignored? Where is nition of gay relationships."
MCC? Where are the old Catho— This law seems to be modeled
lics? Where is the NCICB? Where after the most oppressive law in the
is the UCC? Where are the Quak— country at this time: the Common—
ers? Where are the dozens of gay wealth of Virginia may be able to
welcoming churches of national move to invalidate even contractual
churchgroups?Whyare theynotpart arrangements between gay couples,
of this process? Not one single reli— as well as gay marriage and civil
gious organization was represented unions.
in this "historicjoint statement."
There is a national trend for all
Can it be that our "national to see that has taken root in this
GLBT leaders" are so ignorant of country, and it is given fertilizer to
the place that religion holds in ev— grow by groups like the Family
eryday life in this country? More Research Council, a rabid anti—gay
and more states are now moving national group. Religion is at the

Once Again Nat‘! Gay Rights
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It was great to read the an—
nouncement regarding the national
GLBT rights groups issuing their
joint statement of unity and pur—
pose. (See text ofstatement on next
page.) | read with great interest all
ofthe goals and targets that this new
united front plans to take on in the
coming months and years.
But there it was again, staring
me right in the face: Ournumber
one problem was not even men—
tioned, let alone addressed. Where
is the religious right on the list of
battles to be fought? Where is the
realization that the recent tragic
election results were do in large part
because of the right wing of reli—
gion? How can any of the goals
outlined in the statement berealized
when religious bigotry is at the base
of most, ifnot all, of the battles we
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Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second St. (2~ & Adams}
{enter from the parking lot)

for more information: 901.525.6602
Whatever the background orfeith tradition, Acc are

basis of groups such as the FRC.
The gay community needs to wake
up and realize that we must fight
on every level possible, and that
includes on the religious level.
I once again call for the inclu—
sion of all organizations of the gay
community in this fight for free—
dom. To ignore the religious com—
munity, either right or left, is a>
deadly mistake, and our gay youth
will be the ones who pay a very
high price. _
Archbishop Bruce J. Simpson
Benedictine Order of
St. John the Beloved

Civil

Rights. Community.

BEMOLD GOPD‘S WRATH AGAINST

BEHOLD GOD‘S WRATH

pOMOSEXUALS! AgoRTIONISTS!
Movement.

_

The following is a joint statement by 22 national lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender (LGBT) civil rights organizations.
Yet because that rich diversity
often goes unseen, ignored or for—
gotten, we remain vulnerable to
inaccurate stereotypes manufac—
tured by a small but powerful group
of anti—gay extremists. Wrapping
themselves in cloaks of "family"
and "values," these groups are
spending tens of millions of dol—
lars to confuse, distort and subvert
the public debate that continues to
change hearts and minds about our
right to equality as it opens
America‘s eyes to the true family
values that LGBT couples, parents
The histories of America‘s civil
and families are living and demon—
rights movements — and their suc—
strating every day.
cesses in securing equal protection
This public debate serves an—
of the law for those denied it —
have always been shaped by the. other purpose as well: it reveals the
unjust realities our community
complex interweaving of legal vic—
faces. If we must take time to care
tories, political progress and ad—
for an ill partner, we can lose our
vances in public opinion.
So when we look at the state of jobs because we are denied the pro—
lesbian, gay, bisexual and tections of the federal Family and
Medical Leave Act. Surviving gay
transgender (LGBT) civil rights
and lesbian partners can find their
today, we have every reason to be
families imperiled by laws that
optimistic. Our movement is
deny inheritance, child custody
strong, it is determined, and it is
rights, and Social Security survi—
gathering momentum every day.
vors‘ protection. Binational LGBT
It has been only 18 months since
couples and families can be cruelly
the Supreme Court struck down the
last remaining state laws that torn apart by deportation and im—
migration laws that treat them as
branded us as criminals, little more
legal strangers.
:
&:
than a year since Massachusetts‘
The manifest unfairness of these
top—court ruled that same—sex
and countless other discriminations
couples could not be denied full
is one reason why support for
equality in marriage, and mere
LGBT equality continues to rise.
weeks since California enacted the
It‘s also why we must commit to
nation‘s most expansive domestic
creating of our diverse community
partnership law.
All the while, public support for a truly inclusive movement — one
that is represented by and pursues
LGBT equality continues to grow.
Gallup has reported that 89 percent justice for the diverse lives that
give it substance.
of Americans support equal em—
The groups represented here are
ployment opportunity for gays and
lesbians. Polls also show nearly parts of a large civil rights orches—
tra. We play different instruments
two—thirds support the same oppor—
— lobbying, electoral politics, im—
tunities for transgender Americans.
pact litigation, grassroots organiz—
Nearly four in five — up from 57
ing, public education, media
percent just a decade ago — sup—
advocacy and more — and we are
port openly gay military service
members; and amid the enactment dedicated to playing them well.
While our organizations vary in
of anti—gay constitutional amend—
focus and strategies, we share a
ments in 11 states this past Novem—
number of common priorities that
ber, exit polls showed that 60
will help shape and unite our work
percent of voters favor legal rec—
in the months and years to come.
ognition for same—sex couples.
The speed with which our Among them:
* We must fight for equal em—
movement is advancing on all
fronts is absolutely historic — and ployment opportunity, benefits and
protections — and the federal and
it hasn‘t happened by chance or by
state laws that safeguard them.
accident.
ecccecee
* We must fight against anti—
LGBT violence and for the inclu—
The lesbian, gay, bisexual and
sion of sexual orientation and
transgender community crosses all
gender identity in federal hate
borders. We are born into families
as diverse as our nation. We are of crimes law that already protects
Americans based on race, religion
every race, ethnicity, gender, age,
and national origin.
religion, class, educational back—
* We must fight — in both the
ground, ability and party affiliation.
private and public sectors — for
We live in cities, towns and neigh—
better access to health care and in—
borhoods across this country, in red
surance. We must advocate for
states and in blue. We, literally, are
HIV/AIDS policies — including
everywhere.
civil rights [n.] The rights be—
longing to an individual by virtue
of citizenship, esp. the right to due
process, equal protection of the
law, andfreedomfrom discrimina—
tion.
community [n.] A group of
people with a common character—
istic or interest living together
within a larger society.
movement [n.] An organized
effort to promote or attain an end;
the act of moving.
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cans who are coming out, being rights movement working together
age—appropriate, LGBT—inclusive
out, and living the truth of their to create a better, more hopeful
comprehensive sexuality education
lives for others to see. By families
world limited only by our ability
— that effectively address this epi—
unafraid to publicly declare their to envision its promise and experi—
demic at home and abroad.
love for and commitment to one
ence all that it has to offer.
* We must insist on safe schools,
another. By people unwilling, by
(Signed)
where youth can learn free from
word or deed, to tell future genera—
American Civil Liberties Union
bullying,harassment and discrimi—
tions that our relationships are de—
(ACLU) Lesbian & Gay Rights
nation.
serving of anything less than
Project
* We must fight for family laws
acceptance, respect and celebra—
Equality Federation
that give our children strong legal
tion. And by an orchestra of orga—
Freedom to Marry
ties to their parents.
nizations committed to the strategic
Gay & Lesbian Advocates & De—
* We must work to overturn the
advancement of our movement.
fenders (GLAD)
military‘s discriminatory anti—
But at the end of the day, our
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against
LGBT ban, which dishonors ser—
movement must be more than a
Defamation (GLAAD)
:
vicemembers who serve their
collective noun. It must also be an
Gay & Lesbian giclory Fund and
country with valor and distinction.
action. Even the most vibrant, vi—
Leadership Instit
* We must continue to expose
tal community can, over time, settle
Gay, Lesbian and Straight Educa—
the radical right‘s efforts to ad—
into a status quo. A movement can—
tion Network (GLSEN)
vance a culture of prejudice and
not. And the success of our move—
Human Rights Campaign (HRC)
intolerance, and we must fight their
ment is measured not only in the Lambda Legal
>
attempts to enshrine anti—gay big—
hearts and minds we change, the
Log Cabin Republicans
otry in our state and federal laws
allies we engage and the civil rights
Mautner Project
and constitutions.
we secure, but in the strength of our National Association of LGBT
* And we must continue our vig—
colléctive commitment to the pur—
Community Centers _
orous fight for the freedom to
suit of enduring social, political and
National Black Justice Coalition
marry and the equal protections,
legal change that moves us ever
National Center for Lesbian Rights
rights and responsibilities that safe—
closer
to true equality. Each of us.
(NCLR)
guard our families, strengthen our
Each of you.
National Center for Transgender
commitments, and continue to
Get involved. Learn more about
Equality
transform understanding of our
the work of our movement‘s local,
National Coalition of Anti—Vio—
lives and our relationships.
eccecece
state and national organizations.
lence Programs (NCAVP)
Invest in that work. Encourage
National Gay and Lesbian Task
In December, People asked
your straight friends and family to
Force
President and Mrs. Bush about civil
National Youth Advocacy Coali—
unions. "Is a couple joined by that do likewise; give them the oppor—
tunity to invest in our future —and
tion (NYAC)
§
kind of legal arrangement as much
theirs. Champion equality and re—
Parents, Families and Friends of
of a family as, say, you two are a
spect in your community. Engage
Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG)
family?" "Of course," President
new allies at home, in your work—
Servicemembers Legal Defense
Bush replied.
place, in your place of worship, at
Network (SLDN)
Bush‘s acknowledgement (de—
your school. Stand up. Spread the
Sigamos Adelante: National
spite his support for an anti—gay
word. Share your story.
Latino/Hispanic LGBT Leader—
constitutional amendment) has set
By virtue of who we are, we‘re
ship
:
an important new minimum stan—
a community. But it is by virtue of — Stonewall Democrats
dard for future dialogue surround—
the decisions we make that we be—
ing same—sex couples and families,
come part of a movement —a civil
one that reflects an evolving pub—
lic respect for our relationships that
even those who seek to codify dis—
crimination against us cannot eas—
ily ignore.
This revolution in understand— _
ing and respect has been made pos—
sible by millions of lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender Ameri—
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and that you would be better off saying it was not necessary as long demic. He‘s another example of the
investing your Social Security as DOMA (the Defense of Mar— great harm a Republican president
taxes into the stock market. Don‘t riage Act) is working. The Shrub can do to the LGBT community.
used the FMA to motivate the
be fooled, again.
¥
Social Security is nowhere near Republican‘s right—wing Christian
Back home in Tennessee, the
bankrupt. While payments into the base to win the election. The Chris— Republican leadership in the Ten—
system will be less than the pay— tian Right was not too happy with nessee legislature is going to re—
ments to beneficiaries in 2015, So— his "flip—flopping," and pressured introduce the anti—gay marriage
cial Security will still be able to pay Bush spokesmen to quickly correct constitutional amendment this
out at least 80 percent of today‘s any perception that the Bush ad— year. A few brave Democrats
benefits until 2054 or later because ministration would not continue to tried to stop the amendment last
push for the anti—gay constitutional year, but the amendment will pass
of the surplus.
The only change needed to keep amendment.
easily. The anti—gay Religious
The Shrub will be sworn in for
I‘m writing this column on
the system solvent is to extend the
Right is out—organizing the gay
MLK national holiday, when every
his second term a few days from
social security tax to incomes over
In case you thought Bush is be— ‘community on this issue. The
politician praises Dr. Martin Luther now. It is now official that the main
$90,000, and change the tax from a coming a gay—loving liberal, The Tennessee Equality Project has
King and the civil rights move— ~ justification for the illegal Iraq War —
regressive payroll tax to a progres— Shrub has appointed another anti— just begun to organize against the
ment, even those who advocate was a lie; the U.S. found no WMDs
sive tax indexed to income levels. gay homophobe, Claude Allen, to legislation, and they will need all
(weapons of mass destruction) in
policies at odds with King‘s dream.
Taking current Social Security taxes the important position of under sec— the help they can get. They are
It is worth remem—
Iraq. More than
out of the system and putting them retary of Health and Human Ser— trying to raise enough money to
bering that MLK
2T
T
1300 U.S. sol—
into the stock market would be the vices. Allen was a former aide to hire a lobbyist, so please join and
bravely stood up
Opinions expressed in
diers and count—
first step toward the conservative homophobe Jesse Helms, and was donate as much as you can (visit
to conservative
bylined columns are
less thousands of goal of phasing out the most success—
rejected by Congress for a circuit the group‘s Web site at
bigots and an un—
Iraqis have died ful social progralgin history.
court position. Allen used the term www.tnep.org ). We must prepare
just war in Viet—
those of the authors.
for a lie.
"queer" back in 1984 to refer to for a major battle ahead.
nam.
While
¥
Jim Maynard can be reached
In a recent interview, Bush tried gays and is a strong advocate of
right—wing conservatives continue
Bush continues to lie and mis— to back away from pushing the anti— abstinence—only sex education to through
his
website:
to demonize "liberalism," MLK lead the country. He is now claim—
gay Federal Marriage Amendment, deal with the growing AIDS epi— www./immymaynard.com
was the epitome of what liberalism ing, with even less credibility than
should be about: working for peace the Iraq WMD lie, that Social Se—
and social justice, and advocating curity is near bankruptcy and the
the moral responsibility of a soci— only way to "save" it is to begin to
Bush and the FMA: Caught
ety to provide equal opportunities privatize it. Social Security has
and the basic necessities of life to long been a target of right—wing
all of its citizens. These things are conservativeswho are slowly try—
Between a Rock and a Hard Place
not popular today, but they are the ing to dismantle the New Deal
essence of Martin Luther King‘s legacy of FDR and the Democratic
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Inan
fully support the discriminatory
"On [Inauguration Day], .
dream and the liberal vision of a Party. Many of you probably be— interview Jan 16 with the Wash—
amendment and he will continue President Bush will be given a
better society.
to work with Republicans in chance to lay out his plans for the
lieve that Social Security is broke ington Post, President George W.
— Bush appeared to go back on his
Washington to push for its pass— next four years, but chances are
it will be the same selfish agenda
campaign promise to push for the
ing.
In response, Democratic Na— that caters to his right—wing al—
Federal Marriage Amendment
tional Committee (DNC) Chair— lies at the expense of American
(FMA), which, following his ini—
Free Classifieds
man Terry McAuliffe issued the families." —
tial endorsement, failed on the Sen—
Personal and classified ads are a free service to our readers
Recently the Democratic Na—
following statement: "The con—
ate floor last summer.
— Please limit them to 30 words or less. We request that ads be
flicting messages on Sunday tional Committee unveiled a na—
Almost immediately after the
submitted in writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run
show that this president is caught tional petition, calling on George
interview was first published,
one time only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Tri—
White House officials began re—
between a rock and a hard place. W. Bush to abandon his support
angle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—
George Bush knows the vast ma— for the FMA and to tell his Re—
tracting Bush‘s statements to
mail them to memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit
jority of American people are publican allies in Congress to
pacify the outraged Republicans
may be edited.
against this divisive amendment, stop pushing for its passage.
who felt the president was retreat—
For more information or to
but he is beholden to the funda—
ing from a campaign promise.
GWM, 49, 6‘1" would like to meet
ROOMMATES .
sign
the petition, go to
mentalists
in
his
party
who
now
According
to
administration
another GWM 50—60 years of age who
GWM seeks GWM for room—
www.democrats.org/glbt.
control Washington, D.C.
officials, President Bush does
would like to start a friendship and
mate. House located in country.
possible lead—up to long term. Mail me
Straight—acting, please. Room not
at: Lewis Lee, P.O. Box 41, Kenton,
furnished. Rent $250 plus 1/2 utili—
TN 38233 or give me a call at 731—665—
Air Force Proposal Sought Gay Sex Weapon
ties. Call Bobby at 731—855—4255
6644 from 6pm—1.0:30pm.
GWC seeks roommate for their
GWM would like to meet another
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
The aphrodisiac chemical only one he knew about that spe—
4 bedroom, 2.5 bath home in
GWM from age 37 to 47. I have brown
Pentagon
briefly
looked
into
mak—
would
be designed to make enemy cifically addressed an anti—gay
Cordova. The house is 3 minutes
hair and hazel eyes and have a hairy
ing a weapon that would render soldiers sexually irresistible to each weapon.
"from: 1—40, off Appling road. $450
chest. My weight is 250 and | like
He added, however, that the sen—
enemy troops sexually attracted to other. The resulting widespread ho—
includes phone and utilities. Garage
cooking, movies , enjoy being with
parking for your car, as well. 765—
one another, according to an offi— mosexual behavior, the proposal timent behind the proposed weapon
someone. I like to go to the clubs.!
6823
drink some, dine out. I smoke some— ‘cial document uncovered by a suggests, would cause a "distaste— is not uncommon in the military.
WANT TO MEET
times. Call Jimmy at (901)—604—6236.
watchdog group that monitors re— ful but completely non—lethal "Humiliating your enemy with gay
I will be waiting.
sex sounds a lot like what happened
search into biological and chemi— blow" to morale.
W/M2F, Pre—op TS, 36, red hair,
at Abu Ghraib," Hammond said, re— _
cal
weapons.
A
spokesman
for
the
Depart—
blue eyes, 5°8", 160#5s, very femi—
GWM, mid50s, look mid—40s seek—
The proposed aphrodisiac was ment of Defense stressed that the ferring to the prisoner abuse scandal
nine and passable.Am also very sub
ing other GWMs from late 30s to 50s
| and kinky. ISO dom bi—fem or dom.
for new friendships, to do things to—
part of a weapons development 1994 outline was strictly a proposal that was uncovered last year in Iraq.
cpl. for safe fun and more.. I am gether, spend quality time with and
Steve Ralls, a spokesman for the
plan circulated in 1994 at the U.S. that was never approved. ‘"None of
open minded and EZ going, smoke
possibly develop a relationship. GWMs
Air Force Wright Laboratory in the systems, including the alleged Servicemembers Legal Defense
.and drink lightly. Serious only,
who have football players‘ build or
Dayton, Ohio.
sex bomb, have been developed, Network (SLDN), said, "It is a ho—
_ please. Call Samantha at 901—826—
work out in gyms, divorced or single
An
outline
of
the
plan
was
dis—
nor
were they ever considered up mophobic and delusional proposi—
8622.
é
gays comfortable with their sexuality
covered by the Sunshine Project for development," Lt. Col. Barry tion for the Pentagon to assume a
and
tired
of
doing
things
without
a
Are GWM, or bisexual—WM, 30—
and posted on its Web site.
Venable told the PlanetOut Net— gay opponent is any less formi—
companion. Moderately hairy is a plus,
50, work out in gyms and interested
dable than a straight one."
The six—year plan included de— work.
but
not
required.
Interested
parties,
in posing for anatomy studies? Then
contact
John
at
870—732—2755
«Ralls also said that the SLDN,
The
proposal
estimated
that
the
velopment
of
several
"non—lethal"
this artist is looking for you. Inter—
chemical weapons, including one cost of the project over six years which is fighting the U.S.
ested parties, call 870—732—2755.
Seeking husky, muscular GWMs,
that would inflict "severe and last— would top $7 million. Edward military‘s ban on openly gay mili—
30—60, furry or otherwise, for friend—
Alone in Rural N. MS. GWM,
ing halitosis" in enemy combatants Hammond of the Sunshine Project tary personnel, would look into the
—
ship
and
fun
times.
No
mind
games
or
50s, seeks GWM, 50—whatever for
flakes. Only serious need call. Con—
and a "sting me/attack me" chemi— said he has seen several dozen simi— matter and would considerasking
fun, friendship, sex. Walk on the
tact Bud at 732—2755 and be discreet.
cal that would cause bees to be— lar military weapons proposals, but Defense Secretary Donald
wild side of 50. I am AARPapproved.
come more aggressive.
this 1994 Air Force plan was the Rumsfeld to repudiate the proposal.
W.B. 662—223—5882.
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by Shannon Yarbrough

for details
It‘s February already? I‘m still
adjusting to the Christmas tree be—
ing gone. Isn‘t it amazing how
much bigger a room seems when
the tree comes down? I admit that
I haven‘t done as much reading as
I would like to have done by now
this year, which is exactly why I
didn‘t make it a New Year‘s reso—
lution.
The main reason is because I
have been steadily gathering re—
search for my own next novel. It‘s
too early to reveal any details of it
now. But for others out there who
may be slacking on the reading too
this year, here are three great DVDs
that I have enjoyed during the time
left when all I wanted was some
easy entertainment that didn‘t re—
quire much thought.

rently is writer and co—producer of
Showtime‘s Queer as Folk, so he
knows his target audience well.

hunks from the movie on the cover.
I enjoyed the book just as much as
the movie, and have to admit that
Ihaven‘t seen a "feel good" movie
like this one since Jeffrey.
The Incredibly True
Adventures of Two —
Girls in Love

LATTER DaAYs

This warm romantic comedy
by newcomer Maria Maggenti is
a gay coming—of—age story framed
by Walt Whitman‘s Leaves of
Grass. Randy (Laurel Hillman) is
a stoner, lesbian teenager who
happens to be failing math and
dating a married woman.
One day, fellow student Evie
(Nicole Parker) drives up to _
Randy‘s gas station in a Range
Rover and flips her world upside

Latter Days

Leaving Metropolis
Torrid sex and tortured emo—
tions fill the screen in Leaving
Metropolis. David (Troy Ruptash),
a successful painter, has lost his in—
spiration. To find stimulation, he
gets a job at a small, out—of—the:—way
diner, run by married couple Vio—
let (Cherilee Taylor) and Matt
(Vincent Corazza).
When sparks fly with Matt,
David gets stimulation and inspi—
ration — but the portraits he paints
‘of Matt may break the couple apart.
The machinations of a bitter friend
bring the situation to a boil. Though
filled with lots and lots of sex (both
gay and straight), Leaving Me—
tropolis pays as much attention to
the character‘s minds as to their
flesh (well, almost as much—the
sex scenes are quite extensive and
the bodies are all beautiful).
Some of the script‘s metaphors
are a little clumsy, but the psychol—
ogy is convincing. Adapted by
award—winning writer Brad Fraser
from his play, Poor Super Man,
which Time magazine called one of
the top ten plays of 1994. He cur—

Combine a hunky, repressed
Mormon missionary and an L.A.
party boy, sensual sex and know—
ing humor, and the result is a sure—
fire crowd—pleaser called Latter
Days. Christian is a handsome,
young man who flits from guy to
guy without much of a thought in
his pretty little head. His de—
meanor and style had me rolling
my eyes in the beginning, view—
ing him as another typical queen.
However, as Christian later dis—
covers his own self thanks to an
AIDS patient he delivers meals to,
my thoughts of him quickly
changed and the movie became
much more enjoyable.
When his roommate Julie dis—
covers that the gorgeous group of
young men who moved in next
door are Mormon missionaries,
they bet on whether Christian can
— bed one of them. Christian quickly
moves in for the kill, identifying
Elder Aaron Davis as a repressed
homo — and quite a sexy one at
that. Their initial encounters have
—a charged sexual tension, but fear
of the devil keeps Aaron‘s libido
at bay. And deeper feelings find
Christian falling fast for the reli—
gious hunk and all bets are off!
When the two are alone to—
gether, Aaron‘s Mormon mission.
ary roommates interrupt, spot their
brother as gay and send him back
in shame to his Idaho hometown
and embarrassed parents. But one
night with Christian before he goes
is all that it takes to win Christian
over completely. A heartfelt con—
clusion, that brought festival audi—
ences to their feet, is love wins out
over fear.
For those of you longing for
something to read, Latter Days is
available as a book with the two hot

esc l

down. Evie is privileged and popu—
lar. Randy is poor, impulsive, and
according to the other students, a
freak. Opposites attract when the
two girls kick off their fnendsh1p

in detention.
The flirtation blossoms after
Evie introduces tomboyish Randy
to the joys of Whitman and opera.
Randy returns the favor by ac—
quainting the sheltered Evie with
the problems and delights of ma—
ture, taboo love.
There is a beautiful scene where
the two consummate their court—
ship on Evie‘s birthday while Mom
is out of town. The true test of their
relationship occurs during the hi—
larious climax when angry fami—
lies and friends chase the troubled
girls into hiding.
Shannon Yarbrough lived in
Memphis for six years. He now
lives in St. Louis, Mo. He is the
author ofthe book, The Other Side
of What. Questions or comments?
You can email Shannon at
misteryarbs@msn.com.
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By Allen Cook
MGLCC started off the New
Year right with an announcement
that it was finishing 2004 in the
black — all things considered, an
amazing feat.
According to a proﬁt and

loss" statement, the center took
in $43,686.42 — a 46.9% in—
crease over 2003. With expenses
of $41,238.20, that means a "net
ordinary income of $2448.22 on
the bottom line (literally).
— y
Aside from the events sur—
rounding Valentine‘s Day, Feb—
ruary tends to be the coldest
month of the year in Memphis —
a good month to catch up on your
TV viewing.
Remember Playing It Straight,
the Fox network‘s reality show in
which a woman had to choose a

suitor from among a dozen men,
some of whom are gay? .
Despite promises that it would
resurface in August, we never
saw the end of that series to find
out who among the men was ac—
tually gay.
Take heart (sort of). The series
is available online at Fox.com. A
boxed set(how do you "box" a
download from the Internet?) is
available for $9.99. You can also.
buy individual episodes for $1.99
eachif you taped the series and
only want the balance.
We‘re wondering why they
didn‘t sell the series to LOGO, the _
new cable network for gays and
lesbians.
'
¥
The L Word is comingback to
Showtime for a second season on
Feb. 20. We don‘t have aline on:
any plot developments, but we

Sheridan Lambe, Lesw %

Specializing, in

gottatellyouforalesbian—themed
show,theycertainlyhaveenough
hunks
tokeep
themoving
gay menoffin thethe
audience
from
couch. ¥
Showtimehas announced that —
theupcomingseasonofQueerAs
Folk
willgoingto
be the premierethe
last. We figurefi—
they
are
nalconcludes
seasonassoonasTheL
for the¥ year. Word
WhenEyefor
we heardthe Straight
ofthe spinoff
Queer
Girl,
weat "The
were skeptical.
But
one
look
Life" guru, Danny
Teeson and we werehooked. In— —
stead of the Fab Five, the new
series features four "Gal Pals" —
three guys and a gal. This Queer British born Danny Teeson dispenses advice on life, romance, exercise,
entertaining, what‘s hip andhappeningandpop culture on Bravo‘s Queer
Eye runs on Wednesdays at 9.
Eye for the Straight Girl.
¥
— It‘s amazing to me how some
think SpongeBob is gay is be—
¥
people can find devils in the most
cause he holds hands with his
The Krewe of Pegasus has
innocent things. Who, but a right
friend, Patrick the starfish. Inter— been working hard for the Mat—
wing idiot, would think that a kids
— species friendships — horrors!
thew Shepard Foundation. Last
cartoon character is gay? As I re—
v
s
month they held a ball at the Cook
call, Bugs Bunny wore a dress on
We‘re sorry to hear that Jimmy
Convention Center. This monrth
more than one occasion and no
Gray
(the
former
Dee
Dee
they will be holding a luncheon
one said a word.
Whitaker) is making the upcom—
at
Holy Trinity
Commumty
The worst part of all tinsis that

thevitriol is aimed by a "Chris—
tian" watchdog group at another
group that produced a video pro—
moting tolerance of different
types of people.
It just goes to prove that if you
want to see something you dis—
agree with in anything, you can
find it in everything
«al
I thought tolerance was a
Christian virtue, but perhaps I am —
wrong.
By the way, the reason they

ing

King

and

Queen

of Hearts

event his last.
Jimmy is one of the good guys
in the Memphis
having

raised

lars in the

gay community

thousands

of dol—

14 years he‘s been do—

ing King and Queen of Hearts for
Friends
suffring

For

Life.

Even

after

a stroke, he‘s come back

year after year.
K&Q

of Hearts

Sun., Feb.
Doors

will be

held

13, at Madison Flame.

open

at 6

and everything

Churtch.
~ With that in mind, we have a
proposed schedule for Feb.13:
Start off with church at Holy
Trinity and stay after for the Pe—
gasus luncheon at 1 p.m.
R
After lunch stop by the com—
munity center before going to
Jimmy Gray‘s King and Queen of —
Hearts benefit. That‘s certainly a~
full day, but don‘t forget Monday
is Valentine‘s Day. Save some
energy for that!

gets started at 7.

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling

Pride 2005 is coming!

V Depre351on/Anx1ety Counsehng
2005

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

<

Mid—South

Pmde1s

Gearing up to
"Show Our Pride"

]-' Adultllovellvstore :
: PLEASURE TREASURE!
f : 5128 Navy Road, Suite 201

E Millington, TN 38053
€
(901872—0099 |
I Bring this ad in for 10%off.
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Detailsfor Pride 2005 are
commg soon

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed, but have not been
charged. All phone numbers are area code 901 unless other—
wise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. # 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North White Station — #683—
9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd. # 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins — = 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell # 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Summer
# 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd # 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. = 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St. #357—
8383
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place # 272—0022.
Bourbon St. Bar & Grill: 2628 N. Highland, Jackson, TN
# 731—664—2800
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104 # 278—2867
Crossroads*: 111 N. Claybrook # 276—1882.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison = 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—0569
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—8010.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE (6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701 #
396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Pop—
lar Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove # 320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave. # 272—7600..
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—0521

Community

Resources

Mid—South Pride: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, & Transgendered
10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—9pm).
Pride Events « 111 S. Highland, Suite 261 # 328—6349, —
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
website: www.midsouthpride.org.
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group « c/o Barbara Jean
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—
Jasen, Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: 41 S. Century, Memphis;
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297 » 24—hrs.
38111. www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
:
LINC: # 415—2700.
R
MyStic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis: a social charitable
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: # 272—2020
organization. 7626 Shelby Woods Cove, Memphis, TN
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
38125
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline (Mon.—Fri.,
Open Heart Community of Faith: North end of First Congre—
3—9pm) # 1—800—399—PEER.
gational Church, 1000 South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore #
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—7477.
:
323—3514.
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: = (617) 899—
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
FLAG): # 761—1444 Website: www.pflagmemphis.org
LEGAL SERVICES
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—FLAG): Jackson,
. Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett Rd.,
TN 38305 # 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
Senatobia, MS 38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823 or
burtren@aeneas.com
(662) 292—00486..
Pink Pistols: e—mail: memphis @pinkpistols.org.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200 Jefferson Ave. #
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive Christian Church
529—8888.
* Sun. Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 So. Front St., Ste.
Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
;
206 = 527—7701.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other Tuesday at 7 pm at
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N. Main, Ste 3310 #525—
The Jungle, = 788—4PLA (4752)
0417.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/women‘s leather org.
— Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Aﬂomey at Law: 5118 Park, Ste 232,
1568 Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
= 684—1332.
*
# 357—1921.
«
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: = 323—3111 — Linda
LODGING
Etherton, 342—4630 — James Bailey. _.
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison # 523—8912.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi_ club * Box 41082, Memphis 38174—
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group Sales—
1082.
Events Coordinator: E. Ryan Dougherty = 762—0056.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA, PO
MASSAGE SERVICES
Box 3541, Univ., MS 38677 = 662—915—7049, email:
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing thera—
giba @olemiss.edu, website: http:/www.olemiss.edu/orgs/
peutic, full—body massage/sports massage. By appoint
glba.
~ ment. ® 377—7701.
$
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and community. Alternate Weds.
Mike
Warkentin, LMT: By appt. = 218—0669. Inbalance
5 p.m. Info 131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Fitness,
794
S.
Cooper
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish mas—
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Box 1203, 3566
sage ® 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
Walker, Memphis 38111 = 678—3339.

COUNSELING SERVICES
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
www.alivememphis.com, Individual & Couples Therapy,
EMDR, Radiant Heart Therapy. = 372—2991, Susan
Taranto; 372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Eric Cassius, L.P.C., C.H.T.; Hypnotherapy, Individual,
CARDS & GIFTS
Group, Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling. Sliding
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper =728—6535.
—scale fee available. # 685—5491 for appointment.
Family Flavors: 18 N. McLean # 725—0313
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper # 844—4357.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential Healing Center,
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
1713 Lockett Place # 372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office # 283—1089
couples & family therapy.
King‘s Dogsitting Service: = 283—1089
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown location; grief, loss;
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr. ser— ©
Lesbian,Gay & transgender; individuals, couples
vice, free estimates = 327—6165.
# 527—1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & family counseling,
COMMUNITY GROUPS
rebirthing = 761—3435.
Alliance: Leather/levi club « Box 42174, Memphis 38174.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counse—
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
lor « Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Box 41371, Mem—
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
phis 38174—1371.
Cliff
Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist + Centerpoint,
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis 38122. _
5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 = 767—1066.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Aware—
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple Counseling,
ness): University of Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus
# 761—9178.
e
*
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521, e—mail:
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual & Couples. Goal—
bgala@memphis.cc.edu,
s
Oriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
website: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area # 757—7706.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074, Memphis 38174,
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal Enhancement Coach—
web site: www. bluffcitysports.net.
ing. » 5050 PoplarAve., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: # 465—4371 — Richard
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW: Counseling Individuals,
Andrews.
Couples, Children, & Families. Specialties: Trauma, Addic—
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance Club ®
tions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee Scale. # 491—8632.
Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy « 685 S. Highland, Memphis
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical Psychologist, LLC
38104 # 272—2116.
§
+8590 Farminton Blvd., Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN 37203,
1, Mphs. # 848—6666, www.inter—personalnet.com.
www.equalitytennessee.org.
4F: Leather/Levi group » 698 Pope Dr., Bartlett 38112.
DENTAL SERVICES
First Congregational Church: Worship Service: Sun. 9:30 &
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist «79 North Cooper # 685— _
10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm « 1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
5008.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am; Coffee &
:
FINANCIAL SERVICES
fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am » 166 Poplar = 525—
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting, estate planning
5619.
# 753—1413.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service Orga—
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service:
nization » 1384 Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
# 458—0152.
278—AIDS, www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith Barney Inc.,
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Service: Sun. 9
1661 International Dr., Ste. 200 = 818—4134, 800—227—
& 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
4146, fax: 818—4233.
38111 # 320—9376, e—mail:office @holytrinitymemphis.org.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor = 466—3588,
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Service/
website: www.lpl.com/sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm * c/o
washington @lpl.com. .
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Memphis Lambda Center
®
FLORISTS
# 901—427—1500 for information.
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, = 458—1929.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun. 10 am —
Park East Florist: 6005 Park = 761—2980.
& 6pm, Wed. 7pm » 2489 Broad Ave® 452—6272
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852, Mem—
ABC/A2Z: Digital Photography/Videography. By Appoint
phis,
TN
38124.
=
335—MAGY.
Website:
ment # 377—7701.
. www.magyonlline.org
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—5002.
Memphis Black Same Gender Loving Alliance: #274—
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing service—resumés,
0163.
s
thesis, manuscripts, etc. = 795—4308.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
# 274—3550.
RK Photo: Black & white photography, processing & printing
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanists (GALAK):
services. Full color post card advertising. Call = 452—2766
www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC): 892
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—3760.
S Cooper, Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner to
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGCJ):
highly advanced #278—1384
111 S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN 38111 #262—
2702, e—mail: migc/@yahoo.com, www.migcj.org>
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Memphis Stonewall Democrats:
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org, = $27—2677 .
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—

Tom Pitman: Swedish/Deep tissue — Hot stone massage
# 761—7977. e—mail: tompitmanmemphis @yahoo.com
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine * Box 771948,
Memphis38177—1948, = 682—2669,—Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly newspaper published
by Printers Ink » Box 11485,.Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—
1411, Fax: 454—1411 51*, email: memphisTJN@aol.com,
* website: www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer # 323—0600.
Bainea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—0090.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—0521.
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.

DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box
3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 # 615—794—5047, email:
info@diversitybuilder.. com, www.diversitybuilder.com
Doing Business In Memphis: A Sales Leads Directory —
www.memphisbusiness.com.
?
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors, Intimate Occasions,
Lunch to Go, BasketGrams & Everyday Services # 276—
1935,
email:
griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://
www.webspawner.com/users/girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & meditation classes #
682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper, # 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing in greeting cards
for lovers only «P.O. Bpx 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, service & repair, Heat—
ing & A/C. « 1447 National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: http:// .
hometown.aol.com/paranormal38111/ghost.html.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: Antiques, Art, Painted
& Unusual Furnishings « 2228 Central # 725—0049.
‘Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr. exp., ref., onsight
est., « = 274—0281 evenings or weekends.
_
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting = 725—9216.
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house sitting by
competent, caring couple # 726—6198.
§
Professional Pest Management: # 327—8400
. TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood # 503—8376 or
649—3270.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuringin the Gay and —Lesbian Commu—
nity, 4646 Poplar # 682—2170.
—
is
Vantek: Internet Services « ‘Box 11187, Memphis 38111—
0187 # 324—4999, e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
www.TheFunStartsNow.com: Professional magicians, live
animals, clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs, pony
rides & illusionists—fund raisers = 358—7258—Nicholas
Toombs.
—
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2,
Germantown # 753—7222, 458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson Realty: 757—B
West Poplar Ave. = 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: # 377—
1057.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S. Cooper
# 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S.
Cooper = 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Travel Agency,
Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Member International
Gay & Lesbian Travel Association = 465—2936.
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Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454—1411 Fax: (901) 454—1411
E—mail: MemphisTJN@aol.com
Web site: www.memphistrianglejournal.com
The Triangle Journal News assumes no liability for claims made by advertisers. Appearance in this publication is
not to be construed as an indication of sexual orientation, preference or identity unless specifically stated. We
welcome materials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to edit or reject such materials. The
Journal
News is published 12 times a year by Printers ink and distributed in the Memphis, Jackson, and Nashville, Tenn.,
areas. First—class mailed subscriptions are available at $20 per year by writing to theaddress above.
Publisher/Editor
Allen Cook
(MemphisTJN@ aol.com)
Columnists/Contributors
Shannon Yarbrough « Jim Maynard « Jon Devin
Production
Allen Cook « Bob Dumais
Advertising Sales
Bob Dumais ® Allen Cook
National Advertising Representative
RIVENDELL MEDIA
212—242—6863
Advertising Information: Advertising information is available by calling or faxing (901) 454—1411.
®

Copyright © 2004 by Printers Ink. Reprint permission on non—syndicated material is granted to gay and lesbianpublications and/or
websites only, provided proper credit is given. Associated Press stories are copyrighted and used by permission; they may not be
republished without written permission from AP.
_ _The Triangle Journal News is a member of The Associated Press.
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Calendar mstmgsmRdif}? ¥

w tere

place at GLBT venues or are
specifically GLBT—related.
Calendar Listings in non—bold type take
place at GLBT—friendly venues or are of
interest to the GLBT community

REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study & Worship
Celebration — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Coooper) — (901) $28—3514 — gam
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School
and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
(901) 320—98376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org —
9:45am and 11am
* First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo
and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and
10:30am
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901)
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
* Living Word Christian Church — Morning and
Evening Worship Services — (901) 452—6272 — 10am
and 6pm
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper
and Bible Study — (901) $20—9376 —
office@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
452—6272 — pm

* Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" —
Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Cooper) — (901) $23—3514 — 7:30pm
4
SUNDAYS
_.
* Softball — Toby Fields (Central and Hollywood) — 1pm
* Sunday Afternoon at the Gaiety (GLBT—themed films),
MGLCC — 3pm
* Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
* Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bow! —
(901) 722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
* Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm.
* Women‘s Action Coalition — First Congo — 6:30 pm (2nd
and 4th Sundays only)
* AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — spm
* Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
—* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
* Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
* Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm
MONDAYS
* Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —

Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
* Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—
4297 — 7:30pm
* Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournaments — One More, Pumping Station — 8pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
TUESDAYS
* Women‘s Rugby Practice — Audubon Park — 6:30pm
* The Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
energy practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
320—9376 — 7pm
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA
(766 South Highland) — 7pm
* Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
* Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

*
*
*
*

WEDNESDAYS
Frontrunners 3—mile run, Overton Park Pavilion, 6pm
Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
Partners Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
Lights Out — Come Party in the Dark — Metro

FEBRUARY 2005, COMMUNITY CALENDAR

* The Caring Group, HTCC,
Tpm

*

* Bowling, Winchester

6

* Feast for Friends,
St. John‘s United Methodist
Church, 6pm
* Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

«Pegasus Lunch
Benefit, Holy Trinity, 1pm 1 3

VALENTINE‘S DAY

a

14

* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm —
£
=

TJN Advertising

1 5

hséfgé‘ﬁigooﬁmmm’

« Friends for Life Coffee

Deadline

* Bowling, W?ncl\ester Lanes,
6pm
+ Open AA Meeting,
3
pm
* King & Queen of Hearts,
Madison Flame, 7pm

House, 6—8pm. Call 272—
0855 for location
«Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
« Integrity Dinner/Meeti
gfity
Calvary Church, 6:30pm

* Open AA Meeting, 20
MGLCC, 3 pm
* Bowling,
Winchester Lanes, 6pm
*Women‘s Action
Coalition, First Congo,
6:30pm

21
* Feast for Friends,
St. John‘s United Methodist
Church, 6pm
* Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

* Bowling,
27
Winchester Lanes, 6pm
+Open AA
Meeting, MGLCC, 3 pm
* FFL‘s Fabulous February

* Alliance Club Night, The
Pumping Station, 10 pm

1 0

Ewes, fatan
Coalition, First
i Church,
Congregational
6:30pm
* Open AA Meeting.
3 pm

Concert, New Daisy
Theatre, 7pm

* GLBT Parenting Group,
MGLCC, 6pm
* MGLCC Game Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

«Let‘s Meet and Chill. :
MGLCC, 7pm

§

1 6

+ GLBT Parenting Group,
MGLCC, , 6pm
Op
§
* MGLCC Game Night
ght,
MGLCC, 7pm

1 2

See regular Friday events
%
« Cafe Q ,MGLCC, Spm

17

18

* GLBT Parenting Group,

See regular Friday

>
* MGLCC Game Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

pyents
* Cafe Q MGLCC, 7pm
§
§

1 9
« MGLCC Birthday Potluck
* Tsarus Club Night,
The Pumping Station, 9pm

&

—

i
%
2
* Friends for Life Coffee 8
House, 6—8pm.. Call 272—
0855 for location
§
* P!US 599°“ Group;

MGLCC, 7:30pm
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22
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

23
* GLBT Parenting Group,
MGLCC, 6pm
* MGLCC Game Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

March TIN Due Out
»See regular Friday
events
+ Cate Q MGLCC 7pm

26
s

* Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
* Karaoke Night — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 9:30—
11:30pm
* Star Karaoke — Crossroads —
10pm

THURSDAYS
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy
Trinity Community Church —
(901) 438—2427 — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s —
8pm

* Amateur Show — Metro —
11:30pm

685 S. Highland
Memphis, TN 38111
Phone: 901—320—9376

J

| Larry Timmerman

—

Website Address: www.holytrinitymemphis.org

Bill Johns

Email Addresses:

Church Office: office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Pastor: Minister@holytrinitymemphis.org

| hill;

Antique Warehouse ##lall

—

2563 Summer Avenue

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH

Send your pictures to:

Memphis, TN 38112

TJN

(901)323—0600

P.O. Box 11485

AUNTIQOMEM@AOL.COM

Memphis, TN 38111

THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.DIV., PASTOR
_

or e—mail to

Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

memphis

Front Street
Businesses and

f

Clubs and Restaurants

f

1. Backstreet

Other Points

a mm pow»

of Interest

2. Bogie‘s Delicatessen

2nd Street

3. Crossroads

. Aloysius Home
3rd Street

. Circuit Playhouse
Dabbles

:

I

4. J—Wag‘s
5. Lorenz

. 4th Street

Friends for Life

6. Madison Flame

uop

Inz & Outz

7. Mélange*

; Danny Thomas Bivd
Il apt:| amenfrre |aas

MGLCC

8. Metro Memphis

‘any

. Playhouse on the Square

9. One More
10. P & H Cafe*

Interstate

A0

11. Paragon Lounge

&
3
©
»

Worship Service
11:00AM
Wednesday Night
Study
7:00PM
Thursday Evenings
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

12. . Pumpin
rumpi
g ng Stati
tation
Bellevue

13. The Jungle
73

* Gay Supportive
#
a

®
G)

N. Claybrook g

FRIDAYS
* First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901)
278—6786 — 7pm & 9pm
* MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights — Community Center —
(901) 278—4297 — 7pm
_ * Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity ‘Community Church —
(901) 320—9876 — spm
* Karaoke — One More — 8pm
* Pool Tournament — Crossroads — spm
* Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
* Drag Show — Crossroads — Midnight
* Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — sam
SATURDAYS
* Frontrunners 2—mile run, The Pier parking lot
(Union and Riverside), Jam
* Women‘s Rugby Practice, Harbortown Greenbelt
Park on Mud Island — 9am
* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. — MGLCC — 278—
1297 — 7 pm
* Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 9pm
* Drag Shows — Crossroads — Midnight, — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15pm
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NOW A WORD

YOUR

FROM

TEETH...

Providing you
soothing,

comfortable

treatment
business.
we do

Painful teeth,
swollen

|

with

is

our

Best of all ...

it with

a

soft,

gentle touch.

gums,

—_unsightly staing and
These are
which say,

bad breath...

We are a young

messages from your teeth
"We need help!"

—

=_

practice which

Call for an

fairness

feel

good

in|
again!

and

prides

gy.

listen.

itself on

open—mindednesa,.

Cur Office

appointment today. We‘ll

growing

|

£
Make your teeth

and

New Offers»

e

invisalign
Straight Teeth. No Braces."

WILLIAM N.
_

CASTLE,

General

D.D. S...

Dentistry

5008

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 38104—2815
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